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American Theatre CriticsAssociation, Poets & Writers, Inc.
and a Friend in the Society Of American Fight Directors.
David Woolley recently transferred his Argentine Backbreakers and Atomic Drops to Manhattan's Second Stage
for the New York premiere of The Elaborate Entrance of
Chad Deity, after choreographing fights for Writers'
Theatre's A Streetcar Named Desire.
Nick Sandys is the Goodman Theatre's fight consultant for
their production of The Sins of Sor Juana and later this summer, will instruct depression-era desperadoes in rough stuff
for Thieves Like Us at House Theatre of Chicago.
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Richard Gilbert and David Gregory, aka R & D Violence
Designers, are preparing bloody murders forMuse of Fire's
production of Macbeth, in addition to swashing buckles at
the Port Washington Pirate Festival.
Matthew Hawkins recently directed Cabarer for The Hypocrites and is currently playing Stanley Kowalski in the Writers'Theatre production of A Streetcar Named Desire.
Neil Massey is acertifiedinstructorin the Society ofAmerican Fight Directors and the owner of Rogue SteelArmories.
TonyWolf is the author of ATerrific Combat!!! and several
other books on the history of theatrical combat.
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William Fiedler
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Rick Sordelet will break from his Broadway beat to
for Chicago Shakespeare's fall
production of Romeo and Juliet at Navy Pier.
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Greg Poljacik continues to teach classes with The Scrappers, sponsors of Chicago's Fight Jam series.
William Endsley is a former stage manager, now making
his living as a freelance international real estate consultant.
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A Terriftc Combat!!! , edited by Tony Wolf, with a forward by
William Hobbs. Published by Lulu Press. A refreshingly
entertaining compilation of documented and anecdotal commentary on theatrical combat from 1900 to 1920, by the cultural
fight consultant for the Lord of the Rings film trilogy. For
further information and to order, log onto www.lulu.com.
Renaissance Men: The True Story of the Hanlon-Lees ActionTheater,DYD documentary by Kevin Leeseq starring the stunt-troupe
whose debut in 1977 became the prototype forAmerican Renaissance Faire jousts to this day. For ordering information, log onto

www. 3alarmcarnival.com
Curse Of The Crying Heart, DVD of part two in Nathan Allen's
action-packed trilogy for House Productions, featuring aerial fights
d la Crouching Tige4 Hidden Dragon, choreographed by Matthew Hawkins. Order from www.the housetheatre.com
Welcome Tb Reality, DVD by Lokean Productions. What happens when a group of fantasy-gamers enlist the aid of a Medieval
History scholar to embark on an adventure in lOth-century Italyas it really was? For information, log onto www.CreateSpace.com
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BEARING ARMS: MAKING AND
MOVTNG (EAKE) WEAPONS
A theatre audience's first glimpse of weapons
usually involves shiny objects flashing swiftly in
characters' hands, while actors are commonly introduced to arms in rehearsal, where sticking/shooting
irons appear one day, as if by magic. Professional
artists are aware that this equipment comes in a
variety of grades, ranging from the reliable starterpistol (borrowed from the Phys.Ed. department) or
peace-tied costume accessories (mail-ordered from
Bud K and its brethren), to expensive heavy-duty
Starfire swords, built to withstand the punishment
inflicted by eight shows a week, even to offering
customers a warranty on their products.
But where do these specialized properties come
from? Who can order them legally? What distinguishes them from their real-life counterparts and
how do you eXplain that distinction to officers of the
law when forced to justify your possession of such
grisly gewgaws?
Swordcutler Neil Massey and stunt-show captain
Kent Shelton join fight choreographers Nick Sandys,
David Woolley and Greg Poljacik in a round-robin
discussion on the topic of hassle-free acquisition and
transport of theatrical WMDs.

MARY SHEN BARNIDGE: First we need the
weapons, themselves. When we think of an armorer's
shop, the picture that comes to mind is that of a
blacksmith at his forge, working with anvil, hammer
and tongs. Discounting Starfire's website pictures of
their cutler at an old-fashioned smithy, am I correct
to assume that's not the case any more?
NEIL MASSEY: You are correct. Though there are
some craftsmen out there who continue to use traditional methods nowadays, the forge and anvil are tob
time-consuming and expensive.
BARNIDGE: So what would we see inside of an
armorer's shop nowadays? Would it look more like
an automobile factory or a sculptor's studio?
MASSEY: It would look like any metalworking
shop, with welders, grinders, machine tools-oh, and
computers for drawing up plans.
BARNIDGE: Do you need a special license to make

edged weapons?

MASSEY: No, it's not like manufacturing firearms.
These are "theatrical props".
BARNIDGE: I've met re-enactors who are very

proud of having crafted their own flintlocks and
muskets. But if my memories of the Laura Ingalls
Wilder books serve me accurately, you can't make
bullets without first acquiring a bullet-mold. So
where did these handy-LordAndrews start?
MASSBY: You can find do-it-yourself kits for blackpowder arms-Dixie Gun Works is a good source.
KENT SHELTON: One of the oldest. But keep in
mind that they won't ship to some states-New Jersey,
Delaware, California-because even thou gh any b o dy
can buy a kit, they can also stick up a gas station with
that built-in-the-basement toy.
MASSEY: I don't know of any home-workshop
sword kits, but you don't need a permit to buy a bare
blade and then make a hilt to fit it, if you have the
desire-and access to a metal shop.
BARNIDGE: You own your own sword-making
business [Rogue Steel]. Where do you get your
supplies and equipment?
MASSEY; The raw materials mostly come from
metal, plastic and leather supply firms, and the
blades, from sport fencing companies that feature a
theatrical line, usually connected with European
manufacturers. Lately, however, larger blades have
been getting harder to find and the quality has been
declining, so I'm beginning to make my own broadsword and dagger blades.
BARNIDGE: What does it take to be a swordmaker?
MASSEY: Good metal-working skills. A practical
knowledge of metallurgy, and of sword history. Also
some background in stage combat, an eye for detail,
and an attraction to working with your hands at
something as (laughs) fundamentally silly as making
antique fighting instruments.
BARNIDGE: The cheap replicas at Bud K come
with a sharpened edge. Do you ever get orders for
functional weapons?
MASSEY: I get requests on occasion for "real"
weapons, but I decline them. I don't want the liability
of sending out a shalp sword without any guarantee
of how it will be used.
BARNIDGE: So now we have our arsenal and we're
ready to take it to the theatre, classroom or wherever.
The law technically prohibits only concealedweapons, but carrying a six-foot claymore or a Buntline
long-banel on a city street will probably draw some
attention. And if you're driving with a trunkful of
swords and guns-even fencing foils or target pistolsit might be tricky explaining your cargo to state
troopers. What should you do to avoid trouble?

DAVID WOOLLEY: You don't need a license to
buy knives-but remember that any sharpened blade
over three inches carried in the open is illegal. And
you don't need a license to buy replica firearms,
either, but you wiII need a Firearms Owner Identification Card to get into the gun store or repair shop.
SHERON: A gun owner's license is usually only
good in the state where you got it. The only member
of our troupe fthe Hanlon-Lees Action Theater] with a
federal license, that lets him carry all kinds of weapons anywhere, is Matt Stratton, who does a lot of film
work. But it's always safer if they're not automatics,
but period pieces, like Colt 45s, or Winchesters.
NICK SANDYS: In England, there's no licensing
of replica guns or edged weapons-but since gun
ownership is so strictly regulated (guns can only be
stored at a gun club, for instance), the citizens have
been arming themselves with blades instead. There
have been several police amnesties to try and round
these up, accompanied by amazingphotographs of
haystack-high piles of knives, machetes, and
katanas. Now that I think of it, it was only two
years ago thatkatanas were banned, unless you
could prove that you were a professional actor and
thus, permitted to own one.
GREG POLJACIK: Walking down the street
brandishing a rapier or broadsword is never a good
idea. I keep them in a bag and out of sight when I'm
driving or taking public transit, and always refer to
them as "fencing equipment".
BARNIDGE: Does that work?
POLJACIK: I once transported a whole golf bag of
weapons by airplane, with zero problems. People
even wished me luck on my golf game!
SANDYS: As long as you have them in a container,
nobody pays the least attention. I was once trying to
make a phone call in a booth on New York City's
Ninth Avenue, with my rapier and dagger rope-tied
into a rolled-up towel at my feet, when a police car
cruised to a stop and asked what was in the bundle. I
couldn't see any sense in lying, so I replied, "A
rapier and dagger, officers". They just shrugged and
drove away.
BARNIDGE: It must have been your "Masterpiece
Theatre" accent. (all laugh)
WOOLLEY: What you need are hard-shell cases for
both swords and firearms. You should also have your
FOIC, as well as a complete prop list with the name
of the show or workshop contact. Be prepared to tell
them your story.

SIIELTON: You can ask police or security officers
to phone the managers of the event where you're
going. What they'll usually get is something like,
"Yes, we hired them, they're supposed to be here
tomorrow, so why areyou holding them up for no
blankety-blank good reason?"
SANDYS: Declare everything, check everything,
pick it up at the "large packages" station, along with
the skis and other sporting equipment. Oh, and store
your guns and ammo separately.
SHELTON: I've found armor to be more of a
delay-I've had to unpack every tiny last piece of it
for inspection at airports. On the road, we're in the
trucks with circus-style signs on the sides, so the
police mostly respond with "Hey, that's cool! You
do that jousting stuff, huh?" while they gawk at
the hqrses.
POLJACIK: Transporting weapons never has tobe
difficult. As long as you remain patient, address the
concerns of whomever's on duty that day and make
always clear what you plan to do with these props,
you should be okay.

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES
fight choreography by Nick Sandys
On the street, it's called "suicide by invitation",
and occurs when one of the fighters in a brawl is so
minimally invested in his own survival that he can be
said to encourage--even welcome-his defeat. In
dramatic literature, we see this dynamic in Macbeth's
final battle, when he faces the enemy that he knows
will be his doom. Heavy-weapons fight director
Stephen Ommerl6 once observed of gladiators,
for whom victory meant only a single day's respite
before the next to-the-death match, "Even the
winners lost their morale eventually."
Pierre Choderlos de Laclos' Les Liaisons
Dangereuses concludes with just such a duel. The
amoral Vicomte de Valmont, after inflicting solrow
and shame upon a bevy of innocents, finds himself
facing a youth decidedly inferior in swordsmanship,
but bravely determined to avenge his lady's honor.
We have already seen Valmont twice hesitate
under an unexpected awakening of conscience,
setting the precedent for his doing the same while
skirmishing with terrified chevalier Danceny. Three

times he spars right up to the crucial moment-going
so far as to disarm his foe, at one point--only to fall
back and turn away. (Lest we misapprehend these
visual clues, an agile-fingered sound technician
foleys in musical phrases alternating between swashbuckling and introspective mode to reflect our
protagonist's conflicting emotions.)
For the final clash, the two men stand immobile,
facing each other Twice Danceny attempts to
advance, only to have his blade struck aside with
cold-blooded efficiency. As the tenified boy awaits
his fate, Valmont suddenly launches afl4che attack,
giving forth a cry and gripping his sword by the blade
to swing the hilt like a club as he charges his stunned
opponent. Danceny being too paralyzed by shock to
move his own weapon aside, Valmont easily impales
himself on the point of the rapier, now frozen uselessly in guard position.
The progress of our antihero's decision to deliver
himself the coup de gr6.ce comprises an exemplary
illustration of the technique labeled in the classroom,
"psychology of the fight". However richly Valmont
may deserve his fate, our knowledge of the process
by which he chooses the redemption that comes only
through sacrifice permits us to extend him an ironic
admiration far more nobly won than one invoked by
a simple autoexecution.

GHOSTS OF TRBASURE ISLAND
fight choreography by Matthew Hawkins
Lifeline Theatre's 2009 adaptation of Robert
Louis Stevenson's swashbuckling tale of conflict on
the high seas was as noteworthy for its struggle to
configure mass shipboard battles to a rowboat-sized
playing area as for its literary accuracy. The Vittum
Theatre stage, however, boasts enough floor-space to
host bicycle races, Eric Schmiedl's 9O-minute
abridgement of the classic adventure story is scored
to feature an onstage "pirate rock" band, and Matt
Hawkins has a round dozen actors in his cast, every
last one of whom lists fight training on their resum6.
The result is a roller-coaster ride of a voyage pitting
gentlemen against ruffians, the former armed with
"Brown Bess" muskets in addition to the rapiers,
knives and flintlock pistols comprising the armory
on both sides.
The firearm action, disappointingly, is mostly
relegated to guard formations, with incidental offstage gunfire foleyed in. And for the climactic scene
when young Jim must shoot a man at close range, the

action is accomplished with a heavily-disguised
starter pistol aimed upstage at its target. (This period
camouflage extends beyond hand-props: Brian Bell,
playing Dr. Livesey, sports a linen sling covering an
injured arm encased in a modern buckram bandagean illusion almost eclipsing the fiberglass sleeve
worn by James Zoccolito simulate John Silver's
famous peg leg.)
But the shortage of Big Bangs is well redeemed
by the bladework, beginning with the dying Captain
Flint's attack on young Jim, then peaking with a fullcast mel6e deftly divided into three group-skirmishes
(all of them placed a safe distance from one another),
and continuing through a casual duel-with-daggers
that leaves one opponent dead and the other bloodied.
Is it any wonder that the first half-dozen questions
from the juvenile audience during the post-show
talkback- despite the discussion leader's attempts
to steer it toward more educational issues-dealt
exclusively with the martial spectacle?

AMERICAN BUFFALO
fight choreography by Rick Sordelet
For David Mamet's seminal tale of three hopeless losers in a used-goods shop plotting a caper, the
temptation with most productions is to play it manic
and menacing-in other words, like audiences expect
from Mamet and Steppenwolf, even though both
script and ensemble are now well past the quartercentury mark. Director Amy Morton knows better,
however, and orders up a fight from Rick Sordelet
devoid of gratuitous gymnastics, instead reflecting
the inevitable failure infecting any scheme initiated
by characters inhabiting a subterranean warehouse
whose staircase is decorated with a sign reading
"Cemetery Entrance".
So when the twitchy Teach loads himself a gun,
we know it won't go off-not just because the text
says so, but because in his hands, a firearm is nothing
more than another piece of flotsam in Donny's
collection of urban detritus, a relic no more lethal
than the broken telephone receiver used to deliver
young Bobby a swat upside the head. And when
Teach and Donny dispute their next step, they wage
war, not with fisticuffs or projectiles, but minimalcontact grapples as they feebly shout threats into
each other's faces.
What we eagerly await, however, is the famous
trash-the-set scene, where Teach finally cuts loose in
a climactic frenzy of nihilistic destruction. But this

does not happen-not amid Kevin Depinet's carefully-arranged squalor. A metal stand of sports

equipment is kicked over, a pile of scullery is swept
off a file cabinet, three golf bags are thrown into the
air to scatter their contents in noisy disarray. But
even this mayhem concludes in Teach attacking the
steel shelving with a baseball bat, his aggression
inflicting hardly a scratch on target or weapon.

THE STUNTMEN
fight choreography by the ensemble
"They fly! They fight!'i runs the publicity for
The Stuntmen, an improv troupe promising an
"adrenaline-filled evening" culminating in a "fullyimprovised action movie" based on suggestions
from the audience. Fresh from his adventures at the
Fight Play Festival in New York City, Moulinet field
correspondent Bill Endsley offers the following
reconnaissance report:

"It doesn't matter how cold or wet it is outsideby late January, cabin fever makes people just want
to get out. This accounts for the rowdy bunch at
Gorilla Tango on a frigid Friday night awaiting the
sketch comedy/action-spectacle artists known as
The Stuntmen.
"And the six black-suited men delivered. First
came prepared short-form sketches-the best of which
centered on a double-cast Shakespearean play whose
personnel steadily decreased after a series ofbackstage accidents. Another sketch, premised on an
office assistant who chirped, 'Good for you!'no
matter what tragedy befell the young male execs,
was a big hit with the crowd.
"But then came the climactic long-form action
movie number, the sole suggestion forthcoming from
the audience-specifically, from a gaggle of giddy

girls returning from their second trip to the barmandating the title, 'GiantWhistling Pussy'. After
deciding who would play the role of Whistling
Pussy, the Stuntmen launched into a James Bondstyled game of cops-and-robbers. The 'fight' necessitated by Pussy's giant size, however, was merely
indicated by four of the players assuming stances for
the human joust known to swimmers as a 'chicken
fight'-a solution involving no complex combat
choreography, but proving that an audience as
enthusiastic as the performers is the key to making
improvisation work, be it funny or fierce."

KILLER JOE
fight choreography by R & D Violence Designers
The Royal George Theatre's cabaret room has a
pillar blocking the sightlines to the far audience-left
corner of the stage. This would be a problem if the
move from an 8 X l2-foot alley-shaped storefront
stage to a playing space well over five times that size
didn't permit scenic designer Sotirios Livadites to
locate his single-wide trailer's kitchen at center, and
all its doors on the unobstructed side of what is now
a more spacious, but no less squalid, residence.

This configuration allows Richard Gilbert and
David Gregory, aka R & D Violence Designers, to
retain most of their original choreography for the
ultraviolent final scene, after rotating some of the
s tuntwork-includin g the infamous fri ed-chicken
fellatio-ninety degrees to open it up to the entire
house. This also makes for, not only a wider swing
on the lift-and-carry choke-hold (albeit with
improved cover offered by the convenience of
an upstage wall), but more advance time to sell
the action.
Thus, on the first night in the new quarters,
seconds before Joe's brutal head-s1am-in-therefrigerator-door attack, audience members,
guessing his intent, audibly whimpered and
gasped, "Oh, no!", their anticipation escalating
the horror while also, in the process, helping to
camouflage the artifice. When the person we least
expect to assert herself suddenly interferes and
proceeds to take control of the mayhem-assisted by
a loaded gun left unguarded-it almost comes as a
relief, however ironic.

GRANDPA'S SECRET DBFENSE
MRP Magazine recently reported a high incidence of senior citizens detained in airports for

carrying sword canes, which they then insisted were
family heirlooms, passed down several generations
with no one being aware of the hidden blades. At
first, this seems unlikely-the hollow shafts render
such trick-devices inadequate for supporting the

weight necessary to aid the mobility-impaired. The
rnore intriguing question is whether concealed
weapons of this sort were sufficiently popular at one

time as to produce a plethora of relics to trouble
security personnel later. Or are these "heirlooms", in
fact, mere replicas, foisted on imaginative buyers?
David Woolley dismisses the story "Sword-canes
were prevalent at one time, but not many have lasted
long enough to create problems today," but New
Zealander Tony Wolf disagrees,

"I remember some-

THREE FOR THE CROWN
When the nominations for the non-equity Joseph
Jefferson Awards were announced on May 3, the list
included three fight choreographers and four
productions competing for the prize. That's rightcompeting, in a category of their own-for an award,
not designated a "special award" this time, nor
grouped with video design, dialect instruction or
puppetry under "specialized skills".

sticks may conceal a sword."

Two of the nominees-Matthew Hawkins for
Strawdog Theatre's St. Crispin's Day and Geoff
Coates for the BackStage production of OnAn
,4v e r a g e D ay and Lifeline's Tre as ure I s I and-hav e
received Jeffs in previous years. New to the 2010
slate, however, are the team of Richard Gilbert and
David Gregory, aka R & D Violence Designers, for
their bloody climax to Profiles' revival of KiIIer Joe.
A tying number of votes having been recorded in
the non-equity divisions, the prospect of all three
contenders going home with wall-hangers is not
beyond the realm of possibility, though unlikely. So
until the envelope is opened at Park West on June 7,
each of the contenders are advised to have a speech
prepared, and to exhibit the sportsmanship befitting
their craft even if they have to save their thanks until
next year.

Richard Gilbert of R & D Violence Designers
prefers to reserve judgment, "I don't really know

DOG-AND-PONY COP SHOW

thing similar happening to a friend's grandmother
when I was a kid. I don't know what the actual
production stats were on sword-sticks back in the

day-they'd have been carried more as fashion accessories than as locomotion aids, by the way-but such
antiques are quite commonplace."

English-born Nick Sandys concurs, "The number

of cases may be overblown, but I think the heirloom
excuse is quite viable. We forget how little personal

security, and public safety, existed less than a hundred years ago. Nights were dangerous times, with

policing and lighting scarce in many places. I always
check the cane box in antique stores, just in case the
owners are unaware that one of their cheap walking-

I can believe it. You buy a cane at
a flea market, or get it from someone else, and if you
about this, but

don't know what to look for, you might never know."
Complicating the question further is Hanlon-Lees
Action Theater founder Kent Shelton's claim to have
seen extraordinarily authentic-lookin g reproductions,
made by high-end affnorers such as Excaliber. So

Police procedure should be listed alongside
babies, laws, and sausages under things only fit to be

Ironically, audiences demanding "realistic" depictions of cops-and-robbers only
serve to encourage playwrights in sillier flights of
seen after completion.

dramatic fancy.

before you're stopped, grilled and searched, what do

Logan Brown and Matthew Benjamin's play
How To Act Around Cops proposes a rookie patrol-

you look for?

man apprehending an alleged criminal-but instead of

Sandys and Gilbert both advise examining the

stick's "nscklace"-the metal band, sometimes with
scoring, usually about eight inches below the top

end-and noting its weight. But the giveaway, both
insist, is to shake it and listen for a rattle, or to walk
on

it

and note any vibrations or weaknesses inconsis-

tent with a solid wood shaft. Or just leave

if you're planning to travel by air.

it at home

calling in the arest, he instructs the culprit to display
submission by kneeling and holding the policeman's
baton in his mouth, like a dog with a bone.
"No way!" scoff officers Bruce Hovanec and
Frank Soto of Chicago's Area23, "The stick is

for prodding, or choking-not playing games. If the
suspect has it in his possession, what's to stop him
from using it on you?"

a

ttln stage cornbat, the victim
is the one leading the dance."
-
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